**ELECTRICAL SYSTEM REDESIGN…**

The 355FX design includes installation of new generator control units, a new main bus electrical circuit with three principal distribution busses and an isolatable essential bus to power critical systems in the event of a failure of the main electrical system. The electrical system is fed by two engine-driven starter-generators, each of which is capable of supplying 100% of the rotorcraft’s normal electrical DC load. In normal operation, the primary buses are interconnected. In abnormal conditions, the pilot can isolate each bus; shedding load as required. Essential loads can also be fed from the battery bus alone. The original electrical system fuses are replaced by circuit breakers, with only essential circuit breakers accessible in the cockpit. The remaining circuit breakers are placed on a new panel in the aft baggage compartment.

A dedicated avionics bus fed from the main high power bus and an avionics circuit breaker panel is located in the cockpit in the instrument panel support structure.

**POWER GENERATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM…**